FOREST RANGE OFFICER IN FOREST DEPARTMENT (EFS&T) VIDE NOTIFICATION NO. 46/2017

In continuation of result notification dt:27/04/2018, further list of candidates picked-up for Physical & Walking Tests is placed in the Commission’s website.

TSPSC has conducted Written Examination for the above notification on 11/11/2017 & 12/11/2017. The list of 335 candidates picked-up in 1:5 ratios for Physical Test was announced on 27/04/2018. After Physical Tests the verification of certificates is also completed. Now the further list with 108 candidates is placed in the website for Physical & Walking Tests.

The 108 candidates are coming for pick-up due revision of scores of Paper-IV (Optional Paper). The 335 candidates were picked-up as per the earlier scores of Paper-IV which were mistakenly calculated to 150 marks i.e 1 mark per each question. But actual calculation is 2 marks per question as per the Notification. Due revision of scores from 150 to 300 marks, changes occurred in the Ranks. Thus these 108 candidates are coming for pick-up as per corrected scores. Hence the list of these 108 candidates is placed in the website for Physical & Walking Tests. For further details please visit the Commission’s website www.tspsc.gov.in
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